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ABSTRACT
A cyber cyber digital twin is a deployed software model that executes in tandem with the system it simulates, contributing to, and drawing from, the system’s behaviour. This paper outlines Facebook’s cyber cyber digital twin, dubbed WW, a twin of Facebook’s WWW platform, built using web-enabled simulation. The paper focuses on the current research challenges and opportunities in the area of measurement. Measurement challenges lie at the heart of modern simulation. They directly impact how we use simulation outcomes for automated online and semi-automated offline decision making. Measurements also encompass how we verify and validate those outcomes. Modern simulation systems are increasingly becoming more like cyber cyber digital twins, effectively moving from manual to automated decision making, hence, these measurement challenges acquire ever greater significance.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software creation and management; Extra-functional properties.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with challenges in measurement of simulation systems. Measurement questions are essential for simulation since these have direct importance and impact on the decisions made from simulation outcomes.

Simulation is acquiring increasing importance due to the widespread application domains, and far-reaching impact of the critical decisions taken based on simulation results. These decisions affect diverse areas of human endeavour ranging from economics [50] and traffic safety [5] through to profound questions about the health of our species [1] and of our planet [30]. Without reliable, replicable, interpretable and soundly-based measurement, all of these important application areas become compromised.

At Facebook, we are building a digital twin, called WW [2], of all Facebook platforms. WW simulates Facebook user community behaviour, but uses the real Facebook platforms, as well as offline versions of them, thereby making simulations highly realistic [4]. WW is a cyber cyber digital twin, because it simulates virtual (i.e., cyber-based) systems; the Facebook WWW platforms in particular. The ability to execute simulations of user behaviour on the real software platforms is a unique property of cyber cyber digital twins, distinguishing them from their cyber physical cousins [4].

The ‘cyber cyber’ nature of the simulation also has implications for measurement, because we can deploy the same measurements that the real platform computes for real users, when computing values for simulated users (bots). However, as we shall see, despite this apparent advantage for measurement, there remain many important open challenges and research questions for measurement of cyber cyber digital twins in particular, and of modern software simulations in general.
This position paper outlines some of the open research challenges, highlighting the potential impact on software measurement theory and practice. We hope that the paper generates further interest amongst the scientific research community, in tackling some of these challenging, impactful, and intellectually stimulating problems.

2 WHAT IS MEASURED

Measurement is important, not only in deciding all the low-level signals to monitor but also plays a role in determining which high-level features or summaries to produce. The very essence of simulation is to produce measurements in the simulated world that are relevant to future real-world executions. Because our simulation is web-enabled [2], the measurements are taken from the execution of bot behaviours on the real platform. This allows us to base decisions on measurements taken directly from the execution of simulated behaviours on the real platform and not on simulated values from some model of the real world.

In order to support measurement, WW has an extensive set of monitoring facilities that can be selectively enabled to report a variety of signals including:

- Details of each action taken by each bot/user, whether it succeeded or failed and any exceptions it raised
- The observations provided to each bot/user
- The exact timestamp per action and observation (in both real-time and simulation-time)
- The changes or mutations made to the WW social graph as a result of the simulation

These measurements provide a rich set of signals from which to draw test-related inferences. In our definition of measurement, we include logging all the required low-level details of a run together with the higher-level signals we abstract from these. For example, we log exactly when each bot action was triggered and the reaction it produced. Subsequently, this raw output is processed and a meaningful summary needs to be extracted from it.

One of the advantages of the measurements we take from WW simulations is their realistic nature but there remain open problems and challenges in interpreting the measurement signal from simulations, more details of which are included in the next section.

3 FOUNDATIONS OF SIMULATION MEASUREMENT

A run from a simulation process encodes the entire emergent behaviour of the whole community of users on the WWW platform. It is of interest to determine whether two or more simulation runs come from the same underlying process. This can be done using a decision rule based on one or more shared attributes of each run.

As a consequence, simulation-based testing is able to find subtler bugs that might otherwise make their way into production. It achieves this greater fault revelation potential at the cost of greater computational effort than any other testing approach.

Figure 1: Some possible actions performed by users/bots that are part of the simulation output: bot A messaged bot C, posted video on bot’s B profile, bot A reshared a URL link, bot B liked a page, bot A joined a group, bot B requested friendship to bot C.

The set of simulation runs used for simulation testing could include runs with underlying differences that need to be detected. These differences could be due to bugs or to infrastructural changes that indirectly affect the bot behaviour. An example of a given simulation output of a single run with $n+1$ steps from a community of three users $A,B$ and $C$ is:

$$S_n = \left\{ (A_0^b, \ldots, A_n^b) \in \{A,B,C\}^{n+1} : (G_{A,B,C}^f)^n_{t=0}, (Q_A^o, Q_B^o, Q_C^o)^n_{t=0} \right\}$$

where $A_t^b$ is the action performed by bot $b$ at time $t$, $G_{A,B,C}^f$ denotes the friendship graph for bots $A,B$ and $C$ at time $t$, $Q_t^b$ denotes the content of the action performed by bot $b$ at time $t$, $Q = 0$ if there is no content. We can either select the number of steps in the simulation or select the maximum number of actions. The latter is useful when we move from virtual to real time. The initial friendship graph, $G_{A,B,C}^f$ is specified in advance. Nevertheless, it can evolve during the simulation, for example when one bot becomes friends with another bot that joins the platform at $t > 0$. In the next section we construct tests based on attributes extracted from this simulation output.
3.1 Deterministic Simulation-based testing for WW at Facebook

In general, when we construct tests, we do so with respect to a set of attributes that we can observe from a simulation. These attributes are ‘measured’ as a byproduct of simulation, and form the connection between simulation and software measurement. We test WW using a software testing infrastructure called MIA (the Metamorphic Interaction Automaton) [3].

In this section, we review three types of deterministic simulation testing:

1. **Social testing** [2] consists of verifying that the whole system meets social properties required of the system. It simulates the actions of an entire community of users, interacting with one another.

2. **End-to-end testing** consists on verifying that the different parts of the system are working as intended, it simulates the actions of a single user of the system. An end-to-end test is usually regarded as having a successful outcome if there were no exceptions raised during the execution of the simulation. It is therefore, primarily concerned with whether the software system breaks when used by one of its users. However, this is a very rudimentary success criterion; equivalent to the default (aka implicit [13]) oracle. By contrast, social testing can reveal bugs where one user can harm another through the system under test; traditional end-to-end testing cannot do this because it concerns only a single user experience, and because it seeks bugs caused by the system not through its use.

3. **Regression testing** [55] compares two or more executions of the system under test, typically comparing the current version with some previous ground truth. In previous work [3], we showed that regression testing is a special case of metamorphic testing, an observation we used to simplify the deployment of our MIA test system for social, end-to-end, regression and metamorphic testing.

Importantly, and unlike traditional simulation, the measurements are taken directly from the execution on the real software system under test. We call this “web-enabled” simulation [2], because the deployment of software systems on web-based platforms enables us to simulate user communities’ behaviour on the real platform itself, rather than a mere simulation of that platform. This has the important implication that our measurements are taken directly from the engineering artefact simulated, thereby imbuing them with greater realism, and consequently actionability, compared to traditional simulations.

Based on the attributes we measure, we define properties that we expect to hold irrespective of the specific details of the simulations. For example, a simple property to verify is, if we create a new community of $N$ bots, then at least $N$ new user accounts have been created. We can therefore augment end-to-end testing with property testing, allowing the simulation developer to test that any changes they may make to the platform respect the properties of interest. In particular, end-to-end property testing in WW at Facebook is used to help us catch social bugs [2]. We use this form of simulation-based testing to identify integrity bugs; social bugs that affect the integrity of our user community.

We called this “property testing” rather than “property-based testing”, because property-based testing typically involves simplifying fault-revealing test sequences [18]. Currently, we do not perform the simplification step, although there is no reason why, in future, we could not extend our test infrastructure to perform such simplifications, thereby making it fully property-based testing.

Property testing can be very powerful to measure expected outcomes in the simulation. Consider the scenario in which the social media platform needs to give certain guarantees about the deletion of offensive content. All three forms of simulation-based testing could be used to identify integrity bugs; social bugs that affect the integrity of our user community.

For example, we can check whether there exists a bug that breaks the part of the infrastructure responsible for deleting content. If we suppose further that the changes made in part of the code that is unrelated to content deletion have a subtle transitive effect on the deletion framework such that it can occasionally fail to delete content, Property testing would be the option of choice since the specific property – deletion of content – can be tested in all versions of the code to hold true.

A property or set of properties captures aspects of the social media system that should be preserved throughout any and all scenarios captured by the simulation. We can verify the following proposition: for all ordered tuples $O$, which contain a set of properties computed from the simulation output, and an ordered tuple $O'$, which contains the expected property, then

$$ER(O, O')$$

where $ER$ denotes the conjunction of point-wise equality relationships.

One can test whether a simulation run contains a specific piece of content or whether a given action or set of actions has been completed. In the latter case, due to the stochasticity of simulations, testing that exactly $n$ actions happened can lead to a false positive test failure so we instead test for the typicality per action. The statistical testing task is described in the next section, it consists on determining whether two sets of runs $X$ and $Y$ are generated by the same underlying distribution.

3.2 Statistical simulation testing

A simulation is an example of a randomized algorithm [10], since running it twice usually produces different output. For this reason, instead of testing whether a given property is present in all simulation runs, we can test whether it is typically present in a proportion of runs.

This is because there exists inherent stochasticity arising from both the bots’ behaviours and infrastructural changes. Many systems, not just simulation systems, exhibit high degrees of non-determinism, arising from a diverse set of reasons, including:

- Remote Procedure Call (RPC)-related variability, arising from network delays and variable host performance and loads
- Parallel, multi-threaded and/or asynchronous execution
- Use of random number generators
- Dependence on real-world sensors

If we rely on measurements from such non-deterministic executions it could lead to flaky tests [28, 36].
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3.2.2 Parametric and non-parametric testing. There exist paramet-
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not have any distributional assumption. Parametric tests usually
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available for different data types. For instance, for non-Euclidean
data such as the friendship graph part of the simulation output, a
two sample test has been proposed in [22]. A complete overview
of both parametric and non-parametric two sampled tests is out of
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In the next section, we outline our use of the Jensen-Shannon distance together with a classification approach as an illustration of how we can experiment with a statistically-based test and measurement approach. The motivation behind using a classifier approach is that a training set can be used to learn the regular variations present in the data. This helps us to account for natural simulation outcome variations and reduces the chance of wrongly rejecting the null hypothesis. The relationship between classifiers and two sample tests has been explored [16, 35]. Indeed, Kim et al. [31] formally demonstrated that classification accuracy is a proxy for two-sample testing.

3.3 Case Study: Using Jensen-Shannon Distance Measurement in Simulations

In this section, we illustrate the use of the Jensen-Shannon distance for statistical metamorphic tests, based on the distributions of bot actions taken during simulation runs. The Jensen-Shannon distance is appropriate for more nuanced variations in behaviour. It provides a testing approach which does not require a particular deterministic property to be specified.

3.3.1 Setup. The setup involves:

- **A change request under test**: In Facebook parlance, pull requests are called ‘diffs’. Diffs undergo code review in the normal continuous execution system deployed at Facebook, based on Phabricator [21].
- **A simulation story to run**: In this illustration, we use a story called CommunityBuilder, which creates a community of bots that then take actions within the community, such as creating posts, liking posts, sending 1-to-1 messages, uploading photos etc. At the time of writing there are over 60 individual actions in which bots can engage, a number that is regularly increasing as more simulations come on stream.
- **Selecting parameters**: Parameters include the number of users or bots, the community friendship graph, and the maximum total number of actions to execute.
- **Definition of the aspects of the simulation to be observed**: In this simple illustration, we count the total number of actions of each type that successfully executed during a simulation. This is returned as a dictionary of key-value pairs, for example `{MobilePhotoUpload: 23, ShareURL: 533, ...}`. We model these as drawn from an underlying multinomial distribution.
- **A set of simulation runs from which to collect observations**: These runs necessarily include those with known differences that need to be detected so that we can tune and test the test infrastructure itself. We create these differences by varying parameter choices. We also use mutation testing [29] in order to test the test system itself.

3.3.2 Statistical Distance Solution. In this section, we address how to detect anomalies in the distribution caused by bugs or by intended changes in the behaviour of the bots, compared to differences caused by “natural or regular” variations. More precisely, we want to estimate the probability that the action distributions represent a significant change in the underlying behaviour of either the platform or the community of bots.

A sample of pairs of runs, denoted by \( P_N \), is collected from the action distribution where each run in the pair was made on the same diff with no known confounding platform effects. \( P_D \) is a sample of pairs where each run in the pair is drawn from different diffs that led to an expected difference in the action distribution between the pairs.

3.3.3 Jensen Shannon Distance (JSD). While any distance measure between two probability distributions can be used within our framework, we chose the JSD since it has some attractive features such as:

1. JSD is simpler to implement that other distance measures which could have non-analytic forms
2. JSD conforms to the requirements for a distance metric i.e. symmetry and triangle inequality
3. JSD is bounded by 0.0 (the two distributions have nothing in common) and 1.0 (they are identical).

We use a frequentist approach to compute probabilities for each bot action type. That is, we count the number of each type of action successfully executed during a run, and normalise this by the total number of successful actions, thereby estimating the probability of each action. An alternative way to estimate action probabilities is to use a Bayesian method, where the the observation of each action is used to update a prior distribution (e.g. see [37], chapter 2). We could also adopt standard n-gram language modelling estimation techniques such as Laplace smoothing to include joint distributions as well as marginal distributions.

3.3.4 Threshold and Probability Estimation from Data. The JSD condenses the differences between two probability distributions into a single number. We need to set a threshold in order to determine the pass/fail outcome of the test. Alternatively, we can also calculate the probability that the distance between distributions signifies an underlying issue.

For each case, provided we have enough data in the test pair sets \( P_N \) and \( P_D \), we proceed as follows:

1. For each pair \( p_i \) we calculate the distance \( d(p_i) \) and record whether it is a positive (\( P_N \)) or negative (\( P_D \)) example.
2. We sort the entire list in increasing order of \( d(p_i) \).
3. Given an incoming run pair, we estimate the probability that it is a failed test by finding the proportion of negative pairs with a distance greater than or equal to \( d(p_i) \).

If the list of pairs is ordered, this can be calculated directly in \( O(\log(n)) \) time or compiled into a look-up table for constant-time computation. The Receiver Operator Characteristic Area Under Curve (AUC) metric\(^1\) can be computed. The AUC gives us a single-figure summary of the power of the overall combined method setup (i.e. the simulation story, story parameters, action distributions extracted, distance measure used). The set up can be used to directly test alternatives.

When testing new product features or other counter-factual situations, we may not have sufficient existing negative run pairs from previously collected data. However, even in this data-scarce situation, there are two techniques we can employ to interpret the results from our analysis, to which we now turn.

Figure 3: Visualising the JSD matrix; run number 4 broke and this clearly stands out compared to the normal background variations.

Figure 4: Histograms showing typical variations in action distributions (D1, D2) together with an anomalous run (D3). See Table 1 for distances between each of these distributions. For ease of visual inspection the most frequent action (React) is removed from these plots, but the JSD values are calculated on the true data.

3.3.5 Eyeballing Data Visualisations. For a small-scale trial across twelve individual runs (0 to 11 in the matrix in Figure 3) we computed the JSD between the action distributions of each run. Note that these were run at different times of day (hence different platform loads) and on different versions of the codebase, which are among the reasons why the action distributions naturally differ to this extent even on normally working versions of the platform.

Run number 4 clearly stands out as broken, and this was due to a problem with the Thrift RPC definitions becoming out of sync. This test can help us find and fix this kind of bug.

3.3.6 Synthetic Distributions and Differences. Another approach to gain more intuition regarding how values of JSD relate to differences in distributions is to study examples.

Figure 4 shows three different action distributions, with two being from normal runs and the third being from a run where a deliberate bug was introduced to test our method using mutation testing [29]. The mutant disables the normal follow-up actions available to a bot that has sent a 1-to-1 message.

On visual inspection it may be hard to pick out the clearly different distribution, but the differences are clearly exposed by the JSD. Table 1 shows these together with some everyday distribution pairs for comparison and their JSD values. $D_1 \ldots D_3$ are the distributions from Figure 4.

We also did an ablation test on $D_1$ and compared it with copies of itself but with each key:value pair removed. This synthesizes the case where a simulation runs normally, except for one type of action not functioning, and that failed function having no knock-on effects. $D'_\text{max}$ is the same as $D_1$ except with the most frequent action set to zero, and similarly for $D'_\text{min}$ (least frequent action set to zero).

The dice example is the JSD between the sum of dots when rolling two fair six-sided dice compared to a uniform distribution, and the coin example compares a fair coin to one with a biased $P(H) = 0.6$.

Table 1: JSD Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_1, D_2$</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1, D_3$</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_2, D_3$</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1, D'_\text{max}$</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1, D'_\text{min}$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{dice}}, D_{\text{uniform}}$</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{coin}}, D_{0.6}$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 IMPLICATIONS FOR SOFTWARE TESTING

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we described deterministic and statistical testing of simulations, the latter using the Facebook MIA test infrastructure. MIA has proved to be useful technology for finding bugs in the simulation infrastructure, and helping us to build the WW simulation system itself. Statistical hypothesis testing provides a unified framework that caters for non-determinism over multiple runs, while retaining the traditional interpretation of a test that it either passes or fails; software testing’s ‘law of the excluded middle’. However, increasingly, we face the challenge of testing systems that are unavoidably stochastic in nature, as explained in Section 3.2.

Both MIA and statistical testing adopt the widely-accepted current approach to testing, used in all current testing tools and systems: a test signal is essentially pass or fail, often visualised as an unambiguous two-colour traffic light system (with red and green, for failing and passing tests respectively). However, many underlying test outcomes are, in fact, neither red nor green but orange. The problems with current testing approaches lie in the following three assumptions, that the test process has to (1) be entirely automated (2) non interactive (3) yield a simple boolean response. We call this assumption the ‘boolean straight jacket’.
These assumptions are appropriate for unit testing, which resides at the lowest level of the test abstraction hierarchy. However, as we move up the hierarchy we encounter more expensive forms of testing and also tests with less certain outcomes. Over time, we aim to develop a more interactive approach to testing, better suited to simulation. We believe that such an approach to testing may benefit non-simulation based testing scenarios too. In this section, we outline the vision for this potentially new form of software testing. We envisage that our test technology will evolve into a bot that plays the role of a reviewer, interacting with other reviewers and code authors. In this way, test technology will yield much more nuanced and sophisticated signals than merely a simple boolean response.

To motivate the long term need to escape the boolean straight jacket, consider the current tip of the test abstraction hierarchy, where we encounter traditional end-to-end tests. End-to-end tests seek to mimic the behaviour of the whole system, as seen by a real user. At this level of testing, the test is computationally expensive, because it involves execution of the entire system. Social testing using simulation, lies at an even higher level of abstraction [2]. And it is even more computationally expensive.

As systems become increasingly non-deterministic, such high level tests also become increasingly flaky. One can remedy this by choosing an acceptable tolerance for Type I errors. However, it is not clear what this ‘sensible’ significance level should be a priori. The test flakiness problem has been highlighted previously, in both research [36] and practice [28, 40]. The research community has attempted to overcome the test flakiness problem by identifying, controlling and removing flaky tests [39]. However, an alternative is to live with a world in which “all tests are assumed to be flaky” [28]. This shift in perspective allows us to escape the boolean straight jacket. Such a non-boolean testing approach is clearly better suited to measurement challenges set out in the previous section. We also believe it may be forced on the wider software engineering community by increased non-determinism, whether or not the system under test is a simulation.

The boolean straight jacket is problematic from both a practical and a theoretical point of view:

- **Theoretical problems with the boolean straight jacket:** From a theoretical standpoint, the boolean straight jacket transforms an enormous amount of information into a single bit (pass/fail). It means that all testing systems have the worst possible domain to range ratio [8, 52], an observation which, perhaps, accounts for the difficulty of testing the test infrastructure itself; high domain to range ratio programs are the least testable [52]. From an information theoretic perspective [47], the boolean straitjacket also denotes a huge loss of information; why throw away all of that valuable test signal, especially when obtaining it was computationally expensive?

- **Practical problems with the boolean straight jacket:** From a practical perspective, there are mounting challenges in tackling test flakiness that come from unavoidably increasing non-determinism. Simulation resides at the vanguard of this trend, because it involves users’ behaviour, which is typically highly stochastic.

However, other software technologies, unrelated to simulation, are increasingly interconnected are thereby becoming increasingly non-deterministic. For instance, some of the first automated web based testing tools already encountered this problem; even the weather can affect test coverage achieved [7]. Taking account of this non-determinism in a testing process inherently involves making context sensitive and well-informed decisions about statistical thresholds, that balance false positives and false negatives. One cannot simply determine a threshold up front and adopt a ‘one size fits all approach’.

Of course, it is undoubtedly heartening to receive a test signal which simply gives a green light or a red light. The old-fashioned testing approach is simple, intuitive, reassuring when green, and hopefully actionable when red. Sadly, as any practising software engineer will attest, the green signal can so easily give a false sense of security. Arguably worse, the red signal may prove to be a false positive, wasting developer effort on some of the most tedious and frustrating intellectual activities known to humankind.

Any test infrastructure that survives and thrives while respecting the boolean straight jacket can do so only by significantly reducing the chance of wasted developer effort. A test infrastructure that fails to achieve this will tend to be weeded out by natural selection; developers will simply abandon or ignore a system that wastes too much of their time.

As a result of this underlying evolutionary adoption process, the most pernicious effect of the boolean straight jacket lies not the wasted developer effort itself, but rather, it lies in the potentially valuable test signal that we lose by attempting to ensure developer effort is not wasted. In the presence of highly non-deterministic execution environments, testing systems resort to passing on a red signal to a developer, *only* when there is a high degree of certainty. What about those situations where the signal indicates there *may* be some problem, but an automated decision needs to be taken *not* to bother the developer?

### 4.1 Foggy Traffic Light Testing

What if we could give the developer a *foggy* traffic light signal instead of a crisp one?

Of course there is a lot to be sacrificed by migrating from sharp to foggy traffic lights, and this is why it has proved difficult to achieve. However, we need to rethink the fundamentals of testing and in particular, the software engineering workflows in which testing is deployed. Failure to do so will result in testing becoming ever more expensive, while simultaneously yielding ever poorer assurance of software correctness.

How can we go further than simply replacing a clear (actionable) signal with a foggy (vague and unactionable) signal?

The answer lies in code review: Instead of thinking of testing as a fully automated process that acts as a final gatekeeper on deployment, we should think of it as an extra member of the code review team, in the sense of modern code review [11]. Ever since the introduction of Fagin inspections [20], code review has proved to be one of the most effective practical techniques available for ensuring code quality and correctness [45].
Modern code review provides infrastructural support, whereby many software engineering tools become bots themselves [49]. However, despite increasing sophistication of test technology, the automated test tool is typically not thought of as an interactive bot.

Suppose we think of the automated test tool as a fully interactive member of the review team that comments on code changes, just as a human reviewer does. Such a ‘test tool as a team member’ approach shares its motivation with related approaches such as the automated statistician [48] and the robot scientist [32].

Let us even give this testing tool a name, ‘Pat’, to respect the fact that Pat truly is part of the team. Pat could be a Three-Letter Acronym for ‘Practical Automated Tester’, but let us anthropomorphise further, and imagine that Pat is a real person. What does Pat bring to the overall code review process? Quite a lot, it turns out. Pat is an exceptionally gifted member of the team, who never complains. Pat always responds, in a timely fashion, to questions and follow-up requests from other reviewers and the author of the proposed code change. Let us review Pat’s unique attributes:

(1) **Anytime follow up**: Pat knows they have to respond quickly. If they are not the first one to comment on the diff, then the other human reviewers might accept, or reject based on supposition, bias or misinformation. This time pressure means that Pat typically cannot perform all the experiments they would like to undertake. Instead, Pat has to comment in a limited time window in order to ensure that they are a first responder. This time pressure forces Pat to choose a prioritised subset of test signal with which to initially comment. Fortunately, this subset prioritisation problem has been tackled in an extensive literature on test case selection and prioritisation, so there are many well-studied algorithms and techniques [34, 44] from which Pat can choose.

Furthermore, Pat is always willing, if asked by human reviewer, to “go away and perform extra experiments and checks, and come back to the review process with extra signal”. Automated testing is an ‘any time’ algorithm; with additional computational resources we can run more test cases. Notice how making Pat and interactive reviewer, like a human reviewer, creates a natural and intuitive interface to help us efficiently find the necessarily context-aware balances required by test case selection and prioritisation problems [55].

In a foggy traffic light test system, Pat would offer a Service Level Agreement (SLA) in which their initial comment would arrive before that of any human tester. To achieve their SLA, Pat would adapt their test resources to compute this initial signal, based on observation of current human reviewer response times. When Pat’s initial signal causes doubt as to the software correctness among the human reviewers, they can ask Pat to perform further testing. This is a process well-suited to a non-deterministic world; get the initial signal, make a human judgement, potentially ask for further signal, or decide to go ahead and deploy the code change anyway. Making Pat a natural part of the normal code review process creates natural and intuitive workflows that enable testing to be iterative and interactive.

(2) **Diligent Experimenter**: Pat can perform many tedious experiments to understand the precise implications of a code change. If one of the human reviewers requires Pat to do so, then Pat can perform experiments to provide follow-up signal, answering reviewer questions such as:

(a) **Unrelated infra failures**: Could the test failures Pat reported be the result of recent (apparently) unrelated changes that landed into the code base? (Pat goes away to experimentally and locally revert the apparently unrelated changes and re-run the tests to check)

(b) **Increased confidence and reduced flakiness**: could we wait a moment while Pat checks (apparently) flaky signal regarding property $P$ for more evidence? (Pat goes away and runs further tests to gain greater statistical confidence wrt $P$)

(c) **Counterfactual experimenter**: What if failing test $T$ were to be run in an initial state where property $P$ does not hold? Would it still fail (Pat goes away and checks). This ability to do counterfactual experimentation could form a natural jumping off point from testing into debugging. Notice how making Pat a team member establishes a very natural and seamless test-and-debug blend, rather than enforcing an arbitrary and abrupt step change (that would otherwise have come from the boolean straight jacket). Debugging technology has evolved little in the last 40 years; it is time for a change. Pat can help.

(d) **Popperian Scientist**: Pat’s follow-up need not focus only on deep diving on failing test signal. Pat can also play the role of ‘Popperian scientist’ [43]; attempting to falsify the claim that the software is correct, perhaps initiated by the doubts expressed by a human reviewer.

For example, suppose the human reviewer feels queasy about a particular aspect of the system, perhaps due to a code smell [54], or maybe simply that awkward feeling that a corner case has been missed. Currently, the anxious human reviewer may have to do a lot of work to follow up. Depending on their temperament, they will either reject the code with too little explanation, or accept it while “holding their nose”. How much misunderstanding and avoidable engineer conflict could have been averted if we had only had a third member of the team who was willing devote that extra effort to investigate apparently green signal? (Pat goes off and runs more tests on aspects with currently passing tests, in an to attempt to find a failing case and reports back).

(3) **Final Gate Keeper**: When Pat is sure that the code changes are incorrect, they can dig in their heels by demanding a fix. In this regard, adding Pat to the review team discards none of the existing properties of testing systems; foggy traffic light testing subsumes sharp traffic light testing. However, once again, there are interesting scientific challenges. How can Pat learn, from historical data, which parts of the code base are more likely to fail given the change introduced in the new code? This is a question already tackled by work on fault prediction [15, 25].
What human member of the review team is prepared to go to such lengths to help support the code review process? Why, for so long, have we ignored the very special characteristics a team member like Pat could bring to our team? Pat has so much to tell us, yet we are currently forcing this exceptionally gifted team member to forget all they know and to simply give us a pure and simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. As we all know, "the truth is rarely pure and never simple" [53].

Software testing workflows have to change to accommodate Pat. Ultimately, with further research and development, Pat may evolve beyond the confines of testing, to become a software engineer, able to suggest repairs [24, 38, 51], to recommend code transplants [12, 57], improvements and optimisations [42], and even to explore new features [26]. The first step on this exciting journey would be to make Pat a proper member of the review team, as a way to adapt software testing for a highly non-deterministic world.

5 OPEN CHALLENGES FOR THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY

- **Non-boolean testing**: As outlined in Section 4, we need to rethink software testing for a world in which the developer gets recommendations during code review rather than merely a boolean pass or fail. Section 4 is part proposal and part polemic, setting out a possible vision of future software testing technology as a full member of the code review team, rather than it being merely a final gatekeeper. Much more work is required to realise this vision. Tackling it will undoubtedly surface many interesting scientific questions and challenges.

- **Statistical metamorphic testing**: As outlined in Section 3.2, we need techniques to incorporate statistical inference into the simulation system itself, the measurements we take from it, and the decisions and optimisations it recommends. Current deployment of A/B testing in many organisations [33] already involves sophisticated inferential statistical analysis, to support decision-making, based on the outcomes of the A/B test. We anticipate simulation will require similar statistical sophistication. However, the paradigm is more challenging than A/B testing, because simulation typically encompasses counterfactual scenarios.

- **Trade-offs between simulation speed and precision**: For offline simulation modes [4], in which the simulation is not run directly on the real infrastructure, we need techniques to understand the trade-off between speed and fidelity of measurement.

- **Scalable fitness computation**: Measurements from simulation can used to guide optimisation, such as for mechanism design [2]. Mechanism design has huge potential to turn simulation into a technique for automated product improvement, using techniques such as genetic improvement [42]. However, the computational expense of simulation will raise scalability challenges. To tackle scalability, we need techniques that more closely integrate the optimisation algorithm with the simulation-based measurement process.

We need a kind of 'lazy fitness computation', which would perform as much of the simulation as required, but no more, in order to determine an actionable fitness value. For earlier exploratory phases of the optimisation process we may need faster lightweight simulation, possibly using offline modes. For later optimisation stages in which exploitation of promising solution spaces requires higher fidelity, we will deploy more computationally expensive fitness computation, that can yield this higher fidelity.

Methods such as early stopping are applicable here and are widely used in automated hyper-parameter optimisation for training neural networks. They aim to make the most of the available computation budget by terminating runs that are unlikely to provide good solutions [56].

How ever we choose to tackle these scalability challenges, it is clear that the optimisation process cannot treat simulation merely as a black box that delivers fitness, but needs to have a white box approach to simulation in order to scale.
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